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Writing well is essential to student success— 
in the classroom, on assessments, and in life. 
But writing is a complex skill, and teaching it isn’t 
always easy. That’s why Modes & Traits: Writing 
Lessons Across the Year breaks writing down into 
teachable elements: 

Created by writing experts Ruth Culham and Libby Jachles, this 
grade-specific K–5 program features a wealth of ready-to-teach 
lessons, mentor texts, assessment guidelines, digital supports, and 
clear recommendations for sequencing lessons across the year. With 
everything you need to improve student writing, Modes & Traits is sure 
to make your instruction more effective and exciting, and easier to 
implement all year long.

Ruth Culham, Ed.D., launched a writing revolution 
with her groundbreaking work on writing traits. Her 
ongoing work with the traits and modes of writing is 
the culmination of 40 years of research, practice, and 
passion for the teaching and learning of writing.

Libby Jachles, a former classroom teacher, is a 
literacy coach who specializes in training national 
and international classroom teachers on teaching 
writing using the traits and modes.

THREE MODES  
What We Write

MEET THE AUTHORS

SIX TRAITS
How We Write

Narrative Writing 

Ideas

Word Choice

Opinion Writing 

Voice

Conventions

Informational Writing 

Organization

Sentence Fluency

Click on the “View” buttons to see 
samples of these interconnected resources!

Getting Started
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Writing Instruction Made Simple

View

Pacing Guide: How to Combine Your Crates and Sequence the Lessons
This powerful new writing program gives you everything you need to improve student writing this school year. One kit contains all your 

materials on modes and another has all your trait-based materials. An easy-to-use pacing guide walks you through the literature and 
lessons in each kit and shows you how to combine them to quickly and efficiently sequence lessons across the year!

&
Ruth Culham and Libby Jachles

Modes    Traits 
Writing Lessons Across the Year

How to Combine Your 
Crates and Sequence  

the Lessons

https://online.flippingbook.com/view/189567689/
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Sample Four-Week Unit
UNIT 4: NARRATIVE WRITING • OVERVIEW GRADE 3

G R A D E  3

UNIT 3: OPINION WRITING

Week  Days 1 and 2  Days 3 and 4  Day 5

1 • Mode Lesson: Claim/Opinion
• MIF Teaching Guide, pages 4–7
• Mentor Text: I Can Be Anything!

• Trait Lesson: Using Sequence 
Words and Transition Words  
(Organization)

• TCP Teaching Guide, pages 6–7
• Mentor Text: Train

Conventions: Teach a 
grade-level standard for 
conventions and have  
students apply it by 
editing a piece of their 
writing from this week.

2 • Mode Lesson: Evidence
• MIF Teaching Guide, pages 8–11
• Mentor Text: I Can Be Anything!

• Trait Lesson: Conveying the  
Purpose (Voice)

• TCP Teaching Guide, pages 6–7
• Mentor Text:  

The Pet Shop Revolution

3 • Mode Lesson: Logic
• MIF Teaching Guide, pages 12–15
• Mentor Text: I Can Be Anything!

• Trait Lesson: Selecting Striking 
Words and Phrases (Word Choice)

• TCP Teaching Guide, pages 6–7
• Mentor Text: Lizards

4 • Trait Lesson: Capitalizing  
Correctly (Conventions)

• TCP Teaching Guide, pages 8–9
• Mentor Text: Exclamation Mark

Invite students to choose a favorite 
piece of writing from the unit and 
share it with the class.

UNIT 4: NARRATIVE WRITING

Week  Days 1 and 2  Days 3 and 4  Day 5

1 • Mode Lesson: Plot
• MIF Teaching Guide, pages 4–7
• Mentor Text: Musical Mac

• Trait Lesson: Varying Sentence 
Types (Sentence Fluency)

• TCP Teaching Guide, pages 6–7
• Mentor Text: Too Many Toys

Conventions: Teach a 
grade-level standard for 
conventions and have  
students apply it by 
editing a piece of their 
writing from this week.

2 • Mode Lesson: Characters
• MIF Teaching Guide, pages 8–11
• Mentor Text: Musical Mac

• Trait Lesson: Developing the  
Topic (Ideas)

• TCP Teaching Guide, pages 8–9
• Mentor Text: The Swing

3 • Mode Lesson: Setting
• MIF Teaching Guide, pages 12–15
• Mentor Text: Musical Mac

• Trait Lesson: Structuring the  
Body (Organization)

• TCP Teaching Guide, pages 8–9
• Mentor Text: Train

4 • Trait Lesson: Applying Grammar 
and Usage (Conventions)

• TCP Teaching Guide, pages 10-11 
• Mentor Text: Exclamation Mark

Invite students to choose a favorite 
piece of writing from the unit and 
share it with the class.
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4

LESSON

1
Plot

PREPARING STUDENTS FOR THE LESSON
Read Musical Mac to students the day before the lesson, showing the pictures 
as you go. If possible, project the text using a document camera. After reading, 
answer students’ questions about the book and discuss comments they make. 
Explain that they will be taking a look at the author’s use of problem and solution 
in the narrative’s sequence of events.

Students Will
• Learn about the key quality of the narrative mode: plot. • Identify the different elements of plot and the problem/solution.• Apply what they have learned about plot to their own writing.

TEACHING THE LESSON
Follow these steps or modify as necessary. 
Introduce
1. Share with student writers that stories have plot lines: a series of events that 

usually center on a problem and the way it gets resolved. Share that in this 
lesson they will be exploring in detail how a story’s plot develops.2. Project the Student-Friendly Scoring Guide: Narrative Writing and direct 
students to the “I’ve Got It!” section. Read aloud the bullet point “My story 
has an original plot with a solid sequence of events. It has a conflict that 
is resolved.” (Note: That point aligns with how the key quality of plot is 
described in the “Exceptional/Strong” section of the Teacher-Friendly Scoring 
Guide: Narrative Writing. Use that guide for language and content during the 
lesson.)

3. Together, review a well-known story, such as “Little Red Riding Hood.” Note 
the conflict/problem and the solution to it. For example: “Little Red Riding 
Hood goes to visit Grandma, but the Big Bad Wolf disguises himself as 
Grandma to trick Little Red and gobble her up. Little Red realizes the Wolf’s 
trickery and saves herself and Grandma with the huntsman’s help.”4. Discuss that the conflict is revealed when the reader realizes that there is 
danger. Then the story builds to the most suspenseful moment: when Little 
Red realizes it, too. All further events relate to how she solves the problem. 

5. Introduce that the parts of a plot have names: the introduction (including 
background info), the rising action (events that build suspense), the climax 
(the most suspenseful moment), the falling action (what happens after the 
climax), and the resolution of the problem (where things work out). Let 
students know you will explore these more together.

• Musical Mac by 
Brendan Kearney

• Student-Friendly 
Scoring Guide: 
Narrative Writing 
(website)

• Go-Along Page 1 
(website)

• Write-On Page 1 
(website)

• Teacher-Friendly 
Scoring Guide: 
Narrative Writing 
(website and page 16)

• Teacher-Friendly 
Scoring Guides: 
Traits of Writing 
(website)

Website

MATERIALS

Teaching NARRATIVE WRITING With Musical Mac

Literature and Lessons for Narrative,Informational, and Opinion Writing

Student-Friendly Scoring Guide

Purpose: To tell a story

Narrative Writing
I’ve Got It!

My story has an original plot with a solid sequence of events. It has a conflict that is resolved.

I have come up with several fresh and original characters who grow, change, and learn throughout the piece.

   My setting is rich with visual details.

On My Way!
My story has a predictable plot and sequence of events. There is a conflict but not much of a resolution.

   My characters are generic; they don’t stand out.My setting is pretty ho-hum. It’s hard to visualize.

Just Starting
   My developing plot lacks a conflict. The sequence 
of events is confusing.
   I’ve only included the shell of characters.
Oops! I forgot to include a setting.

Accomplished Writers
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MIF_TG_G3_N_MusicalMac.indd   4

13/10/20   8:45 PM

5

Explore 

1. Page back through Musical Mac, and at the whiteboard, ask students to help 

you make a list of the main plot points that happen during the story, such as:

2. Using Go-Along Page 1, ask students to fill in the rising action plot points, the 

climax, what happens after the climax (falling action), and the resolution in 

their own words. Then ask them to match up the letters for each part of the 

story on the plot graphic. 

3. Share their results and discuss the importance of problem and solution in 

narrative writing.

a. Mac is a millipede with lots of arms and legs and wants to play music 

with a group. (introduction/background)

b. He was too shy to enter the Soggy Bog Talent Show alone, but Mac 

realized if he joined a band, he could be in the talent show in a group. 

(introduction/background)

c. Mac was too big for the orchestra, and it was full. Also, they had no 

spare jackets. (story plot point #1) (filled in on Go-Along Page 1)

d. He found a band of cats and began to play along, but they didn’t want 

him because there weren’t any trumpet parts and he was too small. 

(story plot point #2)

e. He tried playing with frogs, dogs, bears, and hares. None of them 

wanted him, even though everyone said he was very talented. 

(story plot point #3)

f. Mac tried one last time with a choir of birds but ran off when he 

realized he was bird food. (story plot point #4)

g. After he escaped the birds, he realized he had landed on the stage, by 

himself, on the stage at the Soggy Bog Talent Show. (climax)

h. Everyone in the audience knew how talented he was and urged him to 

play and sing. (what happens after the climax)

i. He became a very popular one-man band and realized he wasn’t that 

scared after all. (resolution)
Website

  

Modes in Focus • Grade 3 • Teaching Narrative Writing With Musical Mac • Ruth Culham and Libby Jachles
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Literature and Lessons for Narrative,

Informational, and Opinion Writing

One-Man Band

1.   As your teacher pages back through the story, Musical Mac, fill in events as 

they happen. The first two are introduction/background points. Then the 

first plot point (c.) is identified for you.

Go-Along Page 1

a.   Mac is a millipede with lots of arms and legs and wants to play music 

with a group. (introduction/background)

b.   He was too shy to enter the Soggy Bog Talent Show alone, but Mac 

realized that if he joined a band, he could be in the talent show in a 

group. (introduction/background)

c.   Mac was too big for the bug orchestra, and it was full. Also, they had no 

spare jackets. (story plot point #1)

d.   Story plot point #2 

e.   Story plot point #3 

f.  Story plot point #4 

g.  Climax 

h.  What happens after the climax 

i.   Resolution 

2. Write in the letters for each part of the story on the plot line graphic.

a b
c

d
e

f
g

h

i

MIF_GO_G3_GoAlong1_MusicalMac.indd   1

06/10/20   9:23 AM

MIF_TG_G3_N_MusicalMac.indd   5

13/10/20   8:45 PM

What’s a bug to do when he  wants to play music but is too  scared to do it on his own?

scholastic.com

MusicalMac_9781338747935_COV.indd   1

11/2/20   9:44 AM

Try a Week of Instruction With These Materials!
UNIT 4: NARRATIVE WRITING • WEEK 1

Mode Lesson: Plot
Trait Lesson: Sentence Fluency/ 

Varying Sentence Types

View ViewView View

Teaching Guide: Lesson Plan Teaching Guide: Lesson PlanMentor Text: Musical Mac Mentor Text: Too Many Toys

6 © Scholastic Inc.   Trait Crate Plus  •  Grade 3  •  Sentence Fluency  •  Too Many Toys

LESSON  2

THE SENTENCE FLUENCY TRAIT

Varying Sentence TypesStrong writers vary the length and structure of their sentences to create a natural flow of 
ideas. In one piece, they’re likely to use all kinds of sentences—simple, compound, and 

complex. It’s not unusual for them to make statements, ask questions, give commands, and 
utter exclamations. Encourage students to strive to use a variety of sentences—from short 
and snappy to long and luxurious—to make their writing more fluent.LESSON SUMMARY
After discussing the sentence fluency trait and its key qualities, students will study the 
mentor text for sentences of a variety of lengths and types. They will develop internal and 
external dialogue sentences. Then they will write their opinions about the book’s ending, 
using dialogue to showcase their sentence-writing skills.

TEACHING THE LESSON
1.  Before studying Too Many Toys for the key quality, varying sentence 

types, read it aloud for students’ enjoyment, showing the illustrations as 
you go. If possible, display the book on a document camera so that the 
text and pictures are easy for students to see.2.  Discuss the sentence fluency trait and its key qualities. Let students know 
that they will be working with the second key quality: varying sentence 
types. Give students a copy of the Student-Friendly Scoring Guide: 
Sentence Fluency, and highlight the second item under “I’ve Got It!”: “I’ve 
varied the length and structure of my sentences.”3.  Reread Too Many Toys in its entirety or, if time is limited, sections 
that target the key quality. Ask students their initial impressions of the 
sentence lengths in the book: Were they different from or similar to 
one another? Ask them to consider how the sentences would sound if 
David Shannon made every one of them the same length. Guide them 
to understand that readers get bored with sentences of similar length 
because the writing becomes repetitious.4. Explain that Too Many Toys contains many different types of sentences. Read the 

book’s opening sentence: “Spencer had too many toys.” Then explain that this is a 
simple sentence, an independent clause that contains a single subject (a person, 
place, or thing) and a single verb (the action carried out by the subject). In this case, 
“Spencer” is the subject and “had” is the verb. 

Materials 

• Too Many Toys  
by David Shannon

• Student-Friendly 
Scoring Guide: 
Sentence Fluency 
(website and page 16)

• Go-Along Page 2: 
Diving Into Dialogue 
(website and page 13)

• Write-On Sheet 2:  
The Box Rocks 
(website)

TC_G3_SF.indd   6

1/10/16   11:16 PM
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1

Student-Friendly Scoring Guide

Sentence Fluency

I ’VE  GOT IT !

★★ My sentences are well built and have varied beginnings.

★★ I’ve varied the length and structure of my sentences.

★★ My sentences read smoothly.

★★ I’ve tried to write using interjections or fragments to create variety.

ON MY WAY

★★ My sentences are working pretty well.

★★ I might put some sentences together or I could cut a few in two.

★★ When I read my piece aloud, there are a few places that  

need smoothing.

★★ I’ve tried a couple of ways to begin my sentences differently,  

but could do more.

JUST STARTING

★★ My sentences aren’t working well.

★★ I’ve used words like and or but too many times.

★★ I’m having trouble reading my piece aloud.

★★ My sentences sound the same.
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SENTENCE FLUENCY: Varying Sentence Types 

Go-Along Page 2

Diving Into Dialogue

Write what might have been said in a conversation between Spencer and his mom about the 

toy problem. Identify what each  character is saying (external dialogue) in the left column and 

what each character is thinking (internal dialogue) in the right column. 

                        External Dialogue 
  Internal Dialogue

Mom: “Spencer, I really m
ean it.”     Spence

r:  Oh no, this could be
 bad!

TM ® & © Scholastic Inc. All rights reserved. From Trait Crate Plus by Ruth Culham, Scholastic Professional.

Write-On Sheet 2

The Box Rocks

Write an opinion piece about Spencer’s decision to save the cardboard box rather than 

the toys. Write your piece as a dialogue between Spencer and his mom, providing strong 

reasons for choosing the box.

THINK ABOUT

● Did I include different kinds of sentences?

● Are some of my sentences complex?

● Are some of my sentences simple?

● Did I intermingle sentence types?

SENTENCE FLUENCY: Varying Sentence Types 

website

website and page 13

website and page 16

© Scholastic Inc.   Trait Crate Plus  •  Grade 3  •  Sentence Fluency  •  Too Many Toys

5. Point out that the second sentence, “They covered the floor of his bedroom 

and piled up in his closet,” is a long sentence that includes a coordinating 

conjunction: and.

6. Tell students that Shannon uses different types of sentences to present the 

story’s conflict. When he gets to the action, he uses dialogue. Turn to pages 

18 and 19, which begin, “One day, Spencer’s mom had had it up to here . . . .” 

Read aloud both pages so students can hear how the dialogue sounds. 

7. Point out that page 18 includes external dialogue (what Spencer’s mom 

says out loud: “SPENCER! . . .  YOU HAVE TOO MANY TOYS!”) and internal 

dialogue (what Spencer says in his head: That’s impossible!). This is another 

way to vary sentences. 

8. Hand out Go-Along Page 2: Diving Into Dialogue, and ask students to think 

about a conversation between Spencer and his mother. Have them write 

what might have been said (external dialogue) in the left column and what 

might have been thought about what was said (internal dialogue) in the right 

column. For example: 

External Dialogue: Mom: “Spencer, I really mean it.” 

Internal Dialogue: Spencer: Oh no, this could be bad!

9. Explain that the words being spoken should be set off with quotation marks, 

the words being thought should be underlined, and both should be separated 

by colons from the speaker. (Because this lesson focuses on varying sentence 

types and not conventions, don’t worry too much about correct formatting. 

You can cover the conventions of dialogue in greater depth later.)

10. Have students read back their internal and external dialogues in small groups 

and discuss how using dialogue is a powerful way to vary sentence types. 

11. Distribute Write-On Sheet 2: The Box Rocks. Ask each student to write an 

opinion piece about Spencer’s decision to save the cardboard box rather than 

the toys. Have them write the piece as a dialogue between Spencer and his 

mother, providing strong reasons why he chose the box.

12. Have students read their opinion pieces with a partner, each taking the role of 

Spencer or his mother, and then revise their writing for clarity as necessary.

GOING FURTHER WITH THE KEY QUALITY

Tell students, “Parents everywhere are looking for an invention to help their kids 

keep their toys organized. You are going to invent a machine to help them out.” 

Give large sheets of paper to students to sketch out their inventions. When they’re 

finished, have them each write a paragraph or two stating why they each think 

their invention is the best and how it will be the most effective solution to “the toy 

problem.” Remind students to vary the lengths of their sentences. Invite parents to 

come into the classroom to vote on the invention they think would work best. 

TC_G3_SF.indd   7

1/13/16   3:38 PM
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How to Assess Student Writing

Modes Scoring Traits Scoring Modes & Traits Assessment Record

View View View

Student Ideas Organization Voice Word  
Choice

Sentence 
Fluency Conventions Mode Average 

Score

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 = Rudimentary 2 = Emerging  3 = Developing 4 = Refining   5 = Strong  6 = Exceptional

TRAITS AND MODE ASSESSMENT RECORD

Assignment:  Date: 

Item # DDLTMPG. TM ® & © Scholastic Inc. All rights reserved.
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Teacher-Friendly Scoring Guide for the Sentence Fluency Trait 
 
The sentence fluency trait reflects the way words and phrases flow through the piece.  

This is the auditory trait and is therefore “read” with the ear as much as the eye. 

A.  Crafting Well-Built Sentences: The writer carefully and creatively constructs sentences for maximum 

impact. Transition words, such as “but,” “and,” and “so,” are used successfully to join sentences and 

sentence parts.
B.  Varying Sentence Types: The writer uses various types of sentences (simple, compound, and/or 

complex) to enhance the central theme or story line. The piece is made up of an effective mix of long, 

complex sentences and short, simple ones.C.  Capturing Smooth and Rhythmic Flow: The writer thinks about how the sentences sound. He or she 

uses phrasing that is almost musical. If the piece were read aloud, it would be easy on the ear.

D.  Breaking the “Rules” to Create Fluency: The writer diverges from standard English to create interest and 

impact. For example, he or she may use a sentence fragment, such as “All alone in the forest,” or a single 

word, such as “Bam!” to accent a particular moment or action. He or she might begin with informal words, 

such as “well,” “and,” or “but,” to create a conversational tone, or he or she might break rules intentionally 

to make dialogue sound authentic.

A.  Crafting Well-Built Sentences: The writer offers simple sentences that are sound but no long, complex 

ones. He or she attempts to vary the beginnings and lengths of sentences.
B.  Varying Sentence Types: The writer exhibits basic sentence sense and offers some sentence variety. He 

or she attempts to use different types of sentences, but in doing so creates an uneven flow rather than a 

smooth, seamless one.
C.  Capturing Smooth and Rhythmic Flow: The writer has produced a text that is uneven. Many sentences 

read smoothly, whereas others are choppy or awkward.D.  Breaking the “Rules” to Create Fluency: The writer includes fragments, but they seem more accidental 

than intentional. He or she uses informal words, such as “well,” “and,” and “but,” inappropriately to start 

sentences, and pays little attention to making dialogue sound authentic.

A.  Crafting Well-Built Sentences: The writer’s sentences, even simple ones, are often flawed. Sentence 

beginnings are repetitive and uninspired.B.  Varying Sentence Types: The writer uses a single, repetitive sentence pattern throughout or connects 

sentence parts with an endless string of transition words, such as “and,” “but,” “or,” and “because,” which 

distracts the reader.
C.  Capturing Smooth and Rhythmic Flow: The writer creates a text that is a challenge to read aloud, since 

the sentences are incomplete, choppy, stilted, rambling, and/or awkward.
D.  Breaking the “Rules” to Create Fluency: The writer offers few or no simple, well-built sentences, making 

it impossible to determine whether he or she has done anything out of the ordinary. Global revision is 

necessary before sentences can be revised for stylistic and creative purposes.

Grades 3–5

6 EXCEPTIONAL

5 STRONG

4 REFINING

3 DEVELOPING

2 EMERGING

1 RUDIMENTARY
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 Teacher-Friendly Scoring Guide for the 

Conventions Trait 

The conventions trait reflects mechanical correctness of the piece. Correct use of 

conventions (spelling, capitalization, punctuation, paragraphing, and grammar and 

usage) guides the reader through text easily.

A.  Checking Spelling: The writer spells sight words, high-frequency words, and less familiar words 

correctly. When he or she spells less familiar words incorrectly, those words are phonetically correct. 

Overall, the piece reveals control in spelling.

B.  Punctuating Effectively: The writer handles basic punctuation skillfully. He or she understands how 

to use periods, commas, question marks, and exclamation points to enhance clarity and meaning. 

Paragraphs are indented in the right places. The piece is ready for a general audience.

C.  Capitalizing Correctly: The writer uses capital letters consistently and accurately. A deep understanding 

of how to capitalize dialogue, abbreviations, proper names, and titles is evident.

D.  Applying Grammar and Usage: The writer forms grammatically correct phrases and sentences. He 

or she shows care in applying the rules of standard English. The writer may break from those rules for 

stylistic reasons, but otherwise abides by them.

A.  Checking Spelling: The writer incorrectly spells a few high-frequency words and many unfamiliar words 

and/or sophisticated words.

B.  Punctuating Effectively: The writer handles basic punctuation marks (such as end marks on sentences and 

commas in a series) well. However, he or she might have trouble with more complex punctuation marks 

(such as quotation marks, parentheses, and dashes) and with paragraphing, especially on longer pieces.

C.  Capitalizing Correctly: The writer capitalizes the first word in sentences and most common proper nouns. 

However, his or her use of more complex capitalization is spotty when it comes to dialogue, abbreviations, 

and proper names (“aunt Maria” instead of “Aunt Maria” or “my aunt,” for instance).

D.  Applying Grammar and Usage: The writer makes grammar and usage mistakes throughout the piece, but 

they do not interfere with the reader’s ability to understand the message. Issues that relate to agreement, 

tense, and word usage appear here and there, but can be easily corrected.

A.  Checking Spelling: The writer misspells many words, even simple ones, which cause the reader to focus on 

conventions rather than on the central theme or story line.

B.  Punctuating Effectively: The writer neglects to use punctuation, uses punctuation incorrectly, and/or 

forgets to indent paragraphs, making it difficult for the reader to find meaning.

C.  Capitalizing Correctly: The writer uses capitals inconsistently, even in common places, such as the first 

word in the sentence. He or she uses capitals correctly in some places but has no consistent control over 

them.

D.  Applying Grammar and Usage: The writer makes frequent mistakes in grammar and usage, making it 

difficult to read and understand the piece. Issues related to agreement, tense, and word usage abound.
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Teacher-Friendly Scoring Guide for the Voice Trait The voice trait reflects the tone of the piece—the personal stamp of the writer, 

which is achieved through a strong understanding of purpose and audience.

A.  Establishing a Tone: The writer cares about the topic, and it shows. The writing is expressive and 

compelling. The reader feels the writer’s conviction, authority, and integrity.
B.  Conveying the Purpose: The writer makes clear his or her reason for creating the piece. He or she offers 

a point of view that is appropriate for the mode (narrative, expository, or persuasive), which compels the 

reader to read on.
C.  Creating a Connection to the Audience: The writer speaks in a way that makes the reader want to listen. 

He or she has considered what the reader needs to know and the best way to convey it by sharing his or 

her fascination, feelings, and opinions about the topic.D.  Taking Risks to Create Voice: The writer expresses ideas in new ways, which makes the piece interesting 

and original. The writing sounds like the writer because of his or her use of distinctive, just-right words 

and phrases.

A.  Establishing a Tone: The writer has established a tone that can be described as “pleasing” or “sincere,” 

but not “passionate” or “compelling.” He or she attempts to create a tone that hits the mark, but the 

overall result feels generic.
B.  Conveying the Purpose: The writer has chosen a voice for the piece that is not completely clear. There 

are only a few moments when the reader understands where the writer is coming from and why he or 

she wrote the piece.
C.  Creating a Connection to the Audience: The writer keeps the reader at a distance. The connection 

between reader and writer is tenuous because the writer reveals little about what is important or 

meaningful about the topic.
D.  Taking Risks to Create Voice: The writer creates a few moments that catch the reader’s attention, but 

only a few. The piece sounds like anyone could have written it. It lacks the energy, commitment, and 

conviction that would distinguish it from other pieces on the same topic.

A.  Establishing a Tone: The writer has produced a lifeless piece—one that is monotonous, mechanical, 

repetitious, and/or off-putting to the reader.B.  Conveying the Purpose: The writer chose the topic for mysterious reasons. The piece may be filled with 

random thoughts, technical jargon, or inappropriate vocabulary, making it impossible to discern how the 

writer feels about the topic.
C.  Creating a Connection to the Audience: The writer provides no evidence that he or she has considered 

what the reader might need to know to connect with the topic. Or there is an obvious mismatch between 

the piece’s tone and the intended audience.D.  Taking Risks to Create Voice: The writer creates no highs and lows. The piece is flat and lifeless, causing 

the reader to wonder why he or she wrote it in the first place. The writer’s voice does not pop out, even 

for a moment.

Grades 3–5
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 Teacher-Friendly Scoring Guide for the 

Ideas Trait 
 
The ideas trait reflects the piece’s content: its central message  

and details that support that message. 

A.  Finding a Topic: The writer offers a clear, central theme or a simple, original story line that is 

memorable.

B.  Focusing the Topic: The writer narrows the theme or story line to create a piece that is clear, tight, 

and manageable.

C.  Developing the Topic: The writer provides enough critical evidence to support the theme and shows 

insight on the topic, or he or she tells the story in a fresh way through an original, unpredictable 

plot.

D.  Using Details: The writer offers credible, accurate details that create pictures in the reader’s mind, 

from the beginning of the piece to the end. Those details provide the reader with evidence of the 

writer’s knowledge about and/or experience with the topic.

A.  Finding a Topic: The writer offers a recognizable but broad theme or story line. He or she stays on 

topic, but in a predictable way.

B.  Focusing the Topic: The writer needs to crystallize his or her topic around the central theme or story 

line. He or she does not focus on a specific aspect of the topic.

C.  Developing the Topic: The writer draws on personal knowledge and experience but does not offer 

a unique perspective. He or she does not probe deeply, but instead gives the reader only a glimpse at 

aspects of the topic.

D.  Using Details: The writer offers details, but they do not always hit the mark because they are 

inaccurate or irrelevant. He or she does not create a picture in the reader’s mind because key 

questions about the central theme or story line have not been addressed.

A.  Finding a Topic: The writer does not settle on a topic and, therefore, may offer only a series of unfocused, 

repetitious, and/or random thoughts.

B.  Focusing the Topic: The writer does not narrow his or her topic in a meaningful way. It’s hard to tell what 

the writer thinks is important since he or she devotes equal importance to each piece of information.

C.  Developing the Topic: The writer creates a piece that is so short that the reader cannot fully understand 

or appreciate what he or she wants to say. The writer may simply be restating an assigned topic or 

responding to a prompt without devoting much thought or effort to it.

D.  Using Details: The writer clearly devotes little attention to details. The writing contains limited or 

completely inaccurate information. After reading the piece, the reader is left with many unanswered 

questions.

Grades 3–5
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A.  Applying Strong Verbs: The writer makes no attempt at selecting verbs with energy. The passive voice 

dominates the piece.
B.  Selecting Striking Words and Phrases: The writer uses words that are repetitive, vague, and/or 

unimaginative. Limited meaning comes through because the words are so lifeless.

C.  Using Specific and Accurate Words: The writer misuses words, making it difficult to understand what he or 

she is attempting to convey. Or he or she uses words that are so technical, inappropriate, or irrelevant that 

the average reader can hardly understand what the writer is saying.
D.  Choosing Words That Deepen Meaning: The writer uses many words and phrases that simply do not work. 

Little meaning comes through because the language is so imprecise and distracting.

Teacher-Friendly Scoring Guide for the Word Choice Trait The word choice trait reflects the specific vocabulary the writer uses  
to convey meaning and enlighten the reader. 

A.  Applying Strong Verbs: The writer uses many “action words,” giving the piece punch and pizzazz. He or 

she has stretched to find lively verbs that add energy to the piece.
B.  Selecting Striking Words and Phrases: The writer uses many finely honed words and phrases. His or her 

creative and effective use of literary techniques, such as alliteration, simile, and metaphor, make the piece 

a pleasure to read.
C.  Using Specific and Accurate Words: The writer uses words with precision. He or she selects words the 

reader needs to fully understand the message. The writer chooses nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and so 

forth that create clarity and bring the topic to life.D.  Choosing Words That Deepen Meaning: The writer uses words to capture the reader’s imagination 

and to enhance the piece’s meaning. There is a deliberate attempt to choose the best word over the first 

word that comes to mind.

A.  Applying Strong Verbs: The writer uses the passive voice quite a bit and includes few “action words” to 

give the piece energy.
B.  Selecting Striking Words and Phrases: The writer provides little evidence that he or she has stretched for 

the best words or phrases. He or she may have attempted to use literary techniques, but they are clichés 

for the most part.
C.  Using Specific and Accurate Words: The writer presents specific and accurate words, except for those 

related to sophisticated and/or content-related topics. Technical or irrelevant jargon is off-putting to the 

reader. The words rarely capture the reader’s imagination.D.  Choosing Words That Deepen Meaning: The writer fills the piece with unoriginal language rather than 

language that results from careful revision. The words communicate the basic idea, but they are ordinary 

and uninspired.

Grades 3–5
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 Teacher-Friendly Scoring Guide for the 

Organization Trait 
 
The organization trait reflects the internal structure of the piece— 

the thread of logic, the power of meaning.  

A.  Creating a Lead: The writer grabs the reader’s attention from the start and leads him or her into the piece 

naturally. He or she entices the reader, providing a tantalizing glimpse of what is to come.

B.  Using Sequence Words and Transition Words: The writer includes a variety of carefully selected 

sequence words (such as “later,” “then,” and “meanwhile”) and transition words (such as “however,” “also,” 

and “clearly”), which are placed wisely to guide the reader through the piece by showing how ideas 

progress, relate, and/or diverge.

C.  Structuring the Body: The writer creates a piece that is easy to follow by fitting details together logically. 

He or she slows down to spotlight important points or events and speeds up when he or she needs to 

move the reader along.

D.  Ending With a Sense of Resolution: The writer sums up his or her thinking in a natural, thoughtful, and 

convincing way. He or she anticipates and answers any lingering questions the reader may have, providing 

a strong sense of closure.

A.  Creating a Lead: The writer presents an introduction, although it may not be original or thought-provoking. 

Instead, it may be a simple restatement of the topic and, therefore, does not create a sense of anticipation 

about what is to come.

B.  Using Sequence Words and Transition Words: The writer uses sequence words to show the logical 

order of details, but they feel obvious or canned. The use of transition words is spotty and rarely creates 

coherence.

C.  Structuring the Body: The writer sequences events and important points logically, for the most part. 

However, the reader may wish to move a few things around to create a more sensible flow. He or she may 

also feel the urge to speed up or slow down for more satisfying pacing.

D.  Ending With a Sense of Resolution: The writer ends the piece on a familiar note: “Thank you for reading…,” 

“Now you know all about…,” or “They lived happily ever after.” He or she needs to tie up loose ends to leave 

the reader with a sense of satisfaction or closure.

A.  Creating a Lead: The writer does not give the reader any clue about what is to come. The opening point 

feels as if it were chosen randomly.

B.  Using Sequence Words and Transition Words: The writer does not provide sequence and/or transition 

words between sections or provides words that are so confusing that the reader is unable to sort one 

section from another.

C.  Structuring the Body: The writer does not show clearly what comes first, next, and last, making it difficult 

to understand how sections fit together. The writer slows down when he or she should speed up and 

speeds up when he or she should slow down.

D.  Ending With a Sense of Resolution: The writer ends the piece with no conclusion at all—or nothing more 

than “The End” or something equally bland. There is no sense of resolution or completion.

Grades 3–5
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Teacher-Friendly Scoring Guide for  

Opinion Writing
Opinion writing lays out a position logically and adheres to it. The writer uses solid evidence to 
convince the reader to understand or embrace the claim and point of view, believe in an idea, or take 
action. In some ways, opinion writing is strong informational writing—with an attitude! The writing 
needs to be clear, compelling, and well-supported. To accomplish that, the writer must apply the key 
qualities of the mode with skill and confidence.

A.  Claim/Opinion: The writer makes a clear statement about his/her position on 
a well-defined topic.

B.  Evidence: The writer supports his or her opinion with a variety of different 
types of evidence from personal experiences and credible sources.

C.  Logic: The writer expresses sound reasoning throughout. By putting the right 
evidence in the right place, he or she structures the piece logically: compare/
contrast, cause/effect, problem/solution, and so on. The writer recognizes 
opposing positions and exposes weaknesses in them. 

A.  Claim/Opinion: The writer may start out strong from the original claim, but the 
focus fades. Or, the writer makes a claim, but it is very general.

B.  Evidence: The writer uses a minimal amount of evidence other than personal 
experience to support a credible opinion. The writer uses generalities or 
exaggerations, with a few clear, concrete specifics. 

C.  Logic: Connections between ideas are hit or miss. The writer attempts to expose 
holes in opposing positions, but with mixed results. 

A.  Claim/Opinion: The writer has not made his/her position clear. The piece misses 
the point of opinion writing.

B.  Evidence: The writer provides only generalities and exaggerations, and no hard 
facts that could sway the reader.

C.  Logic: The writer fails to provide sound reasoning to support the opinion. The 
writer forgets to consider opposing positions.

Grades 3–5
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Teacher-Friendly Scoring Guide for  

Informational Writing

The primary purpose of informational writing is to describe or explain using reliable, accurate, and 

well-organized information. Although often associated with reports or essays, it can contain more 

than “just the facts,” from reasons to explanations or even personal experiences, to enliven the piece. 

It is written in a knowledgeable voice that lends credibility. To accomplish that, the writer must apply 

the key qualities of the mode with skill and confidence.

A.  Facts and Details: The writer provides accurate, specific information and details that 

come from reliable sources.

B.  Structure and Features: The writer conveys the idea logically and clearly from 

beginning to end, using an identifiable text structure (compare/contrast, problem/

solution, procedural, and so on). Text features enhance understanding of significant 

information and concepts (pictures, headings, charts, graphs and so on).

C.  Clarity and Focus: The writer conveys essential information and delves into 

what really matters about the topic. The writer sticks with the topic and uses rich 

vocabulary to reveal key insights.

A.  Facts and Details: The writer provides an overview of the topic, relying on mostly 

superficial facts and details from sources that may be questionable.

B.  Structure and Features: The writer uses a tried-and-true structure, such as an obvious 

five-sentence paragraph or a stilted five-paragraph essay. Text features are not well-

placed or lack enough information to be meaningful.

C.  Clarity and Focus: The writer has a topic, but it’s just a simple overview. He or she 

makes few attempts to reach for the “just right” words and content-specific language 

to bring the topic to life. The piece is an outsider’s perspective looking in.

A.  Facts and Details: The writer makes sweeping statements; nothing new is shared. 

Facts and details are unsupported or inaccurate.

B.  Structure and Features: The writer provides no sense of internal organization to 

guide the reader from beginning to end. The piece is illogical.

C.  Clarity and Focus: The writer does not have a clear topic and uses stilted and 

confusing language. It is completely an outsider’s perspective.

Grades 3–5
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Teacher-Friendly Scoring Guide for  

Narrative Writing
Narrative writing captures a real or imagined experience. It usually contains three primary elements: characters, setting, and plot. The writer grabs and holds the reader’s attention by developing believable characters and putting them in interesting situations, establishing a clear sense of time and place, weaving in vivid details and plot twists, and creating a central conflict or problem that is resolved in a compelling way. To accomplish that, the writer must apply the key qualities of the mode with skill and confidence.

A.  Plot: The writer moves the story forward with fresh, original, and logically sequenced 
events. There is a compelling conflict or problem that is solved thoughtfully and 
credibly. The writer intrigues, delights, surprises, entertains, and/or informs the reader.

B.  Characters: The writer creates believable real or imagined characters who are fresh 
and original. The writer provides direct evidence throughout the piece of how the 
characters grow, change, and learn.

C.  Setting: The writer makes time and place work in harmony. He or she creates a visual setting for the reader by establishing the mood or atmosphere using unique and rich details.

A.  Plot: The writer mingles significant events with trivial ones, and sometimes strays 
from the main story line, distracting the reader from the major conflict or problem 
and its solution. 

B.  Characters: The writer uses predictable and ordinary details and anecdotes that 
don’t bring the characters to life in a memorable way. There is little attention to 
how their thinking changes or grows.

C.  Setting: The writer describes time and place but without much imagination or 
clarity. The details do not stand out as original.

A.  Plot: The writer offers simple, incomplete events that don’t relate to one another 
and/or add up to much. The writer creates no clear conflict or problem to be solved.

B.  Characters: The writer creates characters that don’t feel real or possible; they are 
stereotypes or cardboard cutouts. The writer has not developed the characters.

C. Setting: The writer does not clearly describe the setting or completely omits it.

Grades 3–5
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You’ll need all six traits scoring guides to assess 
the piece, regardless of the mode in which the 
piece is written, because the traits apply to all 
modes. Each trait is scored from 1 to 6 as well.

Your assessments will give seven scores for  
each finished piece (i.e., one mode score and  

six trait scores) that can be captured on this 
record-keeping form for instructional planning.

You’ll need either the narrative, informational, or 
opinion scoring guide, depending on the mode 
in which your students are writing. Each mode is 
scored from 1 (Rudimentary) to 6 (Exceptional).

https://online.flippingbook.com/view/189508359/
https://online.flippingbook.com/view/189059289/
https://online.flippingbook.com/view/189663855/


Contact your local rep to receive more information about Modes & Traits! 

Contact

Modes & Traits: Writing Lessons Across the Year

5194-09  5/23

http://teacher.scholastic.com/education/findsalesrep.htm

